Sessions EAEPE Maastricht 2003

**Methodology, Linguistics and Institutions (SAT 1a) chair: Paul D. Bush**

- **Ananyin O**: Institutional reality: philosophical perspectives and economic inquiry.
- **Bateira Jorge**: Beyond the codification debate: knowledge as emergence
- **Bresser-Pereira Luiz Carlos**: Economics' Two Methods

**Methodology, Rationality and Uncertainty (SAT 2a) chair: Jan-Willem Stoelhorst**

- **Staveren Irene van and Lecq Fieke van der**: Characteristics of rationality.
- **Dequech David**: The new institutional economics and the theory of behaviour under uncertainty
- **Lascaux Alexander**: Trust, uncertainty and risk.
- **Davidsen Bjørn-Ivar**: On critical realism and mainstream economics.

**Methodology, Modeling and Preferences (SAT 3a) chair: Geoff Hodgson**

- **Neves Vítor**: Closed-system modeling: the inevitable road to science?
Niederle Uta-Maria: Preferences in consumption and interaction: what is different?

Tammi Timo: A laboratory market experiment: design, data analysis and the way world works.

**Methodology, Evolution and Selection (SAT 4a) chair: Antonio Nicita**

Hanappi Hardy: Maxwell’s demons in brains and politics: formulating the evolution of needs and values as dialectics of entropy.


**Knowledge and Diffusion (SAT 1b) chair: Marcelo Miozzi**

Gilsing Victor: The balancing act of knowledge production and knowledge diffusion in the knowledge-based economy.

Lobigs Frank and Bracht Bernd: Information you can trust - workable journalistic competition as a fundamental institution of the media: a new institutionalist’s view on journalism.

Schoorl Evert and Plasmeijer Henk: Economists’ institutions and the information society: the diffusion of economic knowledge in the Netherlands.

**Regions, Information and Innovation (SAT 2b) chair: Ron Boschma**

Frenken Koen: Why is economic geography not an evolutionary science?

Fuchs Gerhard: regional development and social capital in a knowledge-based economy: challenges for policy makers.

Wintjes René and Dunnewijk Theo: Dilemma’s in governance shaping economic dynamics in a regional information society; the case of Flanders.

Consoli Davide and Patrucco Pier Paolo: The circulation of technological knowledge in urban areas and the role of knowledge-intensive business services.

**Innovation (SAT 3b) chair: Nathalie Lazaric**

Stahl-Rolf Silke: The role of culture in the process of technical change.

Magyari-Beck Istvan, Creative paradigm as a basis of understanding and generating economies and economic knowledge
Kähkönen Anssi: Exploring the dynamics and determinants of R&D competition: a patent race experiment, episode II.


Monetary Policy Under The ECB (SAT 4b) chair: Peter Howells

Rossi, Sergio, Monetary integration and policy making in an expanding EU

Bibow, Jeorg, Economic prospects for the EU - doomed to stagnation? An analysis of the current crisis and recommendations for reforming macroeconomic policymaking in Euroland

Arestis P, and Sawyer M C, The shortcoming of monetary policies in the Eurosystem and the development of alternative macroeconomic policies

Pacheco Luis Miguel and Barata Jose Martins: European monetary policy and asset prices: are there wealth effects on consumption?

Firms and Cognition; Absorptive Capacity (SAT 1c) chair: Stavros Ioannides

Calbay Yücel, Postma Theo and Wijnberg Nachoem: Absorptive capacities of firms and networks: modes and strategic dimensions of inter-firm exchange of information and knowledge.

Muller, Paul: On Reputation, Leadership and Communities of Practice.

Bloch Harry and Finch John: Comparing capacity and capital in the dynamic explanations of production of Penrose and Steindl.

Theory of the Firm; Nature and Relevancy of Boundaries (SAT 2c) chair: Mike Dietrich

Deflacélière Jean: The implications of legal personality on the theoretical representation of firms.

Bocquet Rachel and Brossard Olivier: Determinants of IT adoption, organizational change and the nature of the firm.

Miozzo Marcela, Grimshaw Damian and Ramirez Paulina: The other side of outsourcing: defining the new boundaries and coordination of the modern firm.

Guia Jaume: Are the boundaries of the firm significant for knowledge creation? Not necessarily

Firms in the Information Economy (SAT 3c) chair: Dimitris Milonakis

Arrunada Benito: Behavioral Assumptions and Normative analysis.
Caetano Joao: The digital enterprise in European law: some methodological remarks in order to define the concept and to establish its legal and economic implications for the theory of public regulation

Stam Erik, Garnsey Elizabeth and Hefferman Paul: New firms evolving in the information society; problems and solutions around turning points.

Dietrich Michael: Giant firms in the information economy.

Sectors (SAT 4c) chair: Frank Moulaert

Michael Bryane: Explaining industrial and organizational change in international development: the role of complexity in anti-corruption work.

Mc Master Lucio: The information society and health care: a skeptical examination of the change in the UK’s NHS.


César de Prado Yepes: Multi-level business governance of technological change; standardisation of four info-communications sectors in the Triad

Regional and Local Systems of Innovation (SAT 1d) chair: Koen Frenken


d’Avila Garcez C.: knowledge economy and regional systems of innovation – the role of multinational enterprises in automotive sector in Brazil.

Costa Ionara, Furtado Joao, Strachman Eduardo, Queiroz Sérgio and Zanatta Mariana: FDI and technological policies in Brazil.

Networks and Information (SAT 2d) chair: John Finch

Bauer Johannes M: Governing the networks of the information society.


Lazaric Nathalie and Thomas Catherine: Coordination and codification of knowledge inside a network or the building of an ‘epistemic community’
Tokumaru Norio: Has the “chain-link model” of innovation become obsolete? Technological change and organizational evolution of innovative activity in semiconductor industry in the 1990s

**Industrial Organization (SAT 3d) chair: Jane Hardy**

Krafft Jackie: Competition and vertical structure of industry: evidence from info-communications.

Tomizawa Hiroshi: The impact of the innovation of the Information and Communication Technology on industrial organization: some cases from Japanese metalworking industry.

Jacquinet Marc: The technological and institutional change in the Port wine industry: a long run perspective.


**Roundtable on Interdisciplinary Education (SAT 4d)**

**Introduction & chair: Arjo Klamer**

Nana Lomans: Infonomics: an experiment tin interdisciplinary education - the students' perspective

Rifka Weehuizen: Infonomics: an experiment tin interdisciplinary education - the staff's perspective

Discussants: Wim Gijselaers, Geoff Hodgson and John Groenewegen.

**Region and IT (SAT 1e) chair: Wolfram Elsner**

Gomez Barroso Jose Luis and Perez Martinez, Jorge: The geography of the “digital divide”: broadband deployment in the community of Madrid.

Teixeira Aurora: Towards an information society for all or just for some? The tale of the internet diffusion in Portugal.

Ciarli Tommaso and Rabellotti Roberta: Information and communication technologies in industrial districts: an empirical analysis on adoption, knowledge diffusion and impact in the Biella textile district.
Development and Society (SAT 2e) chair: Robert Went

Liagouras George, Zambarloukou Stella and Constantelou Natasha: Technology, institutions and development. Lessons for intermediate countries.

Moulaert Frank: Is there life beyond the knowledge society? Towards a decelerated approach to learning, creativity and enjoyment in Europe.


Brorström Björn and Silverbo Sven: Explaining the development process in municipalities

The State, Initiator and Regulator (SAT 3e) chair: Evert Schoorl

Barendse Andrew: An analysis of the emergence and design of regional regulatory cooperation: the case of the independent regulators group and European regulators group in the European Union.

Derengowski Fonseca Maria G and Silveira José Maria: Developing biotechnological resources and creating institutional capabilities in Brazil in the 90’s.

Strachman Eduardo and Santos de Deus Andréa: The relation between regional and industrial development. The role of public policies and social connections: the case of São Paulo, Brazil.


Economic History (SAT 4e) chair: Ioanna Minoglou

Breukel Adriaan and Jolink Albert: Backward Firm-Failure prediction: A longitudinal analysis of profitability as measure of efficiency.

Milonakis Dimitris and Fine Ben: From new to newest: the economic history of Douglass C. North.

Hölzl Werner and Reinstaller Andreas: The babbage principle after evolutionary economics.

Toporowski Jan: Sam Aaronovitch and the Marxian understanding of finance.

Price of Knowledge and Need for Institutions (coordinator Hardy Hanappi) (SAT1f)

Tardieu Luc: The Cognitive Underpinnings of Entrepreneurship: Psychological Knowledge, Technical Knowledge, and Institutional Knowledge
**Mensch** Gerhard: Validity in Valuation: When is the Innovation-Performance-Relationship robust, when not?

**Rengs** Bernhard & **Unterluggauer** Andreas: Visual representation, clustering and emergence of institutions

Comment: Enrique Delamonica, UNICEF

**Eastern European Issues of Transition (SAT 2f) chair: Maria Lissowska**

**Hardy** Jane: Power, enabling myths and circuits of intellectual capital: institution bending foreign investment in transforming post-communist economies.

**Matos** Christina, Market (Trans)formation in central Europe

**Tridico**: The transition of CEECs. Between institutional settlement and economic growth: the case of Poland

**Kosonen** Riita: Regulating and governing local transformation: the process of enterprise adaptation in Vyborg.

**IT and Society (SAT 3f) chair: Grainne Collins**

**Martinez Lucio** Miguel: New and old communication systems: trade union politics and the challenge of the Internet.

**Preston** Pascal: Reshaping communications: technology, information and social change.

**Togati**, Teodoro Dario, Is the new economy more stable than the old economy?

**Ramazotti** Paolo and **Rangone** Marco: Unemployment as social cost

**E – business (SAT 4f) chair: Wolfgang Blaas**


**Ngo Mai** Stéphane and **Raybaut** Alain: Electronic markets, “infomediaries” and self-organized communities.

**Windrum** Paul and **Berranger** Pascale: Factors influencing the adaptation of e-business ICTs in UK SMEs.
Organisations, Gender and Equality (SAT 1g) chair: Fieke van der Lecq

Hanappi-Egger Edeltraud: On the role of gender and diversity in modern organization theory.

Collins Grainne, Brown Josephine, Wickham James and Greco Lidia: Individualisation and equality: happy bedfellows?

Striukova Ludmilla and Andersen Birgitte: Understanding information society: social capital analysis.

Economic History (Sat 2g), coordinator Ioanna Minoglou

Sluyterman, Keetie, Dutch business in the 20th century

Tylecote, Andrew and Vertova, Giovanna, 'The rise and decline of Fordism and the change in the technological advantage of nations.

Ebersberger, Bernd and Saarinen, Jani, 'Patent dynamics and the industrial development in Finland 1945 to 2001'.

Ioannides, Stavros and Minoglou Ioanna, 'Entrepreneurship and multi-person organization: A theoretical and historical perspective'.

Institutional Theory (SAT 3g) chair: David Dequech

Nielsen Klaus: Uncertainty, institutions and mental models in economics and sociology

Dollimore Denise: Universal Darwinism in Nelson and Winter’s evolutionary theory

Yefimov Vladimir: On a pragmatic institutional economics

Turk Jeffrey David: Economic transition as a social cognitive process: cognitive aspects of economic development in Slovenia.

Kyriazis N.: An institutional theory of change in transition economies.
Environment-Economy Interaction (coordinators Alessandro Vercelli and Maurizio Franzini) (SAT 4g)

Bartolini Stefano: Beyond Accumulation and Technical Progress: Negative Externalities as an Engine of Economic Growth

Alberton Mariachiara and Porrini Donatella: Comparing alternative regulation policies: an environmental law and economics approach

Tiezzi Silvia: Addiction and tobacco demand in Italy

Basili M and Franzini M: Different approaches to the precautionary principle: the implications of ambiguity

Franzini M and Nicita A: Inertia fairness and efficiency in the Coase theorem

Methodology, Learning, Firms (SUN 1a) chair: Klaus Nielsen

Steen Marianne van der: The evolution of learning societies over time; proposing a theoretical model.

Kesting Peter: The relation between decisions and routines

Luksha Pavel: Firm as a self-reproducing system


Evolution and the Economic Science (SUN 2a) chair: Robert Delorme

Gassler Robert Scott: The political and social economics of information.

Eparvier Patrick: Methods of evolutionism: relations between empirical and theoretical works.

Martin Emmanuel and Reschke Carl Henning: Evolutionary processes and history of economics.

Nguyen Thi Thuc Uyen: Patterns of interdisciplinary and applied research in the university.

Real Growth in Knowledge Based Economies: the Alternatives for European Countries (SUN 1b). Coordinator Pascal Petit


Salavisa, Isabel, The state at the crossroads: from welfare to the information society
**Couharde Cécile, Mazier Jacques, Serranito Francisco and Clévenot Mickael**, Post Keynesian Kaleckian models (PKK) and regimes of growth (Modèles Post-Keynésiens Kaleckiens (PKK) et régimes de croissance)

**Arestis Philip and Sawyer Malcolm**, Macroeconomic policies of the economic and monetary union: theoretical underpinnings and challenges.

**Petit Pascal**, On growth regimes in a post Fordist era.

**Institutional History of Economics (SUN 2b), coordinator Esther-Mirjam Sent**

**Gerschlager**, Caroline, Adam Smith’s social individual deception and institutions

**Reschke**, Carl Henning, Evolutionary processes and the history of economics

**Teixeira**, Pedro, Forging modern labour economics

**Hodgson Geoffrey**: Social Darwinism in Anglophone academia

**Feminist Philosophy of Economics in Europe (SUN 1c), Coordinators Maren Jochimsen and Edith Kuiper**

**Jochimsen**, Maren, The power of the asymmetric characteristics of classical caring situations and their conceptualization in economics

**Kuiper** Edith, Economics, identity and power in a European context

**Knobloch** Ulrike, Subjective preferences versus universal capabilities. Looking for an adequate conception of the good to economics and ethics

**Staveren van**, Irene, Beyond gender critique: re-conceptualising core economic concepts from a feminist perspective.

**Vainio** Tiina, Economics in the closure of eidetic theorizing. Feminism at stake.

**Cultural Economics; the Encultured Subject (SUN 2c), coordinator Wilfred Dolfsma**

**Klamer**, Arjo, Homo moralis versus homo economicus
Kessler, Oliver, *Contextualising agency: goodbye homo oeconomicus?*

Davis, John, Collective intentionality analysis and the socially embedded subject

Dannreuther, Charlie, Producing cultural recognition: process, projection and denial

**Transitions in Technology (SUN 1d), coordinator René Kemp**

Kemp, René, Transitions in technology

Loorbach, Derk, Governance for sustainability through transition management

Parto, Saeed, Institutional change during phases of technological transition: the case of the European pulp and paper industry

Ozman, Muge, Industrial networks: the role of breath and depth knowledge in the transition of organizational structures

Weehuizen Rifka, Curing organizational autism

**European Union; Enlargement, Decision Making, Globalization (SUN 2d), chair: Andrew Tylecote**


Pagano Ugo: Federalism, redistribution and cultural standardization.

Stéclebout Eloïse: Informational lobbying and conflict over power: modeling decision-making processes in EU regional policies.

Went Robert: Globalization: can Europe make a difference?

**Economic Development in European City (SUN 1e and SUN 2e), Coordinators Antonio G. Calafati and Roberto Camagni**

Introduction: The economic development of city

Palma E., A.P. Russo, L. Scandale, Built and cultural heritage as an engine of innovation in urban milieus: the case of Bari
Etxebarria, G. and Franco, H., Reflection on urban revitalisation strategies in old industrial regions: the case of Bilbao

Soci A. and Zimmermann R.E, The emergence of Bologna and its future consequences

Gastaldi F. and Mariotti I., Urban and economic regeneration process of an old industrial city: the case of Genoa

Winden van, W. and Woets P., Local strategic network policies in European ICT clusters

Blaas W. and Oppolzer G., Socioeconomic dynamics and property rights regulation as driving forces of urban spatial development: the case of Vienna

Di appi, Lidia, The gentrification process in Milan: rethinking the Smith’s rent gap theory

Calafati, Antonio G., The state and the city: Turin’s development trajectory in recent decades

Financial Institutions (SUN 1f) chair: Charlie Dannreuther


Schürz Martin and Weber Beat: Transparency as mechanism of governance in financial systems.


Tropeano Domenica: Differences in financial structures and international integration.

Monetary Policy in an Expanding EU (SUN 2f), Coordinator Peter Howells

Haselmann, Rainer, The role of financial markets in the growth process of the Eastern European Economies
**Sousa**, Pedro and **Barata** Jose Martins, Divergences in the economic and monetary union and interest rates

**Rodriguez-Fuentes**, Carlos J. and **Olivera-Herrera** Antonio J, Monetary policy, inflation and interest rates: empirical evidence for the euro area and implications for the potential new entrants to the European Union

**Lovrinovic**, Ivan, The quasi currency board monetary system in Croatia: causes and the consequences

**Michael** Andrew, Monetary policy in Cyprus: before and after EU membership

**Monetary Issues (SUN 1g) chair: Paolo Ramazzotti**

**Fontana** Giuseppe and **Baddeley** Michelle: Modelling the money supply process in the emerging information society.

**Lima** Gilberto Tadeau and **Meirelles** Antonio J.A.: A macrodynamics of debt, financial fragility and growth.

**Mathew** Dinu: European capital market integration – “EuroBonds and the EuroLand”

**Sgard** Jérôme: Hyperinflation and the reconstruction of a national money: Argentina and Brazil, 1990-2002

**Spontaneous and Deliberate Processes in Evolutionary Change during Transition (SUN 2g), Coordinator Maria Lissowska; chair: Bernard Chavance**

**Chavance**, Bernard, Formal and informal rules in different paths of post-socialist transformation

**Dimova**, Ralitza, Insider bargaining and wage formation


**Lissowska**, Maria, Spontaneous path-generating effects of deliberate institutional change in transition: interest groups and their role in secondary evolution of institutions

**Vincensini**, Caroline, From deliberate to spontaneous selection processes in the evolution of post-socialist ownership structures: an evolutionist and institutionalist approach
Plenary

Closing session: chair: John Groenewegen (Erasmus University Rotterdam)

Keynote: Joel Mokyr (Northwestern University): “Economic Growth and The Industrial Enlightenment”

Local organizers:
Wilfred Dolsma & Luc Soete, MERIT & International Institute of Infonomics, Maastricht University, eaepe@infonomics.nl